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As a famous, mythological story in the Dungeons & Dragons franchise, The Elder Scrolls series is one of the best-selling strategy RPGs. The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim is the fifth title in this series, and the Elder Scrolls: Skyrim Special Edition is an enhanced edition of the game that includes the original game with all of its original content, along with added
content including extended gameplay and the entirety of The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim's post-game content. Elder Scrolls: Skyrim is a true open world game where you can explore a vast world, interact with thousands of other characters and your environment, complete quests, fight enemies, build a home, explore a host of unique dungeons, ride dragons, and
learn an array of magical spells, all within the vast world of Skyrim. The game comes with a collection of thousands of mods and hundreds of hours of content created by the community, which are free to download and install. These mods alter the gameplay, controls, and graphics of the game to create a custom experience for the player. The Elder Scrolls
Online is an online multiplayer, persistent-world RPG. You can play solo or with friends in the browser or a mobile device. The game features highly immersive visuals, intuitive and easy to use controls, and a deep end-game, with a wide variety of abilities and a continuously evolving landscape for players to explore. We also offer a variety of ways to interact
with each other in the game, including voice chat, a leaderboard system and Guild Wars 2 style guilds. In addition, players can access a wide variety of high quality content with limitless possibilities through shared ownership of in-game land. MASSIVE POTENTIAL: MOBA for Tanks and more Tanks were always underrepresented in the MOBAs. The goal of this
game is to change that. It is a strategic Action-RPG where you can fuse creatures and create epic units. Create a team of MOBAs, play co-op with a friend or go head-to-head with others in PvP battles, in a massive persistent online open world. Finally, with RIFT's complete incorporation of the MOBA genre, your character can learn spells like Tornado Strike or
Zombie-Cloning that will help you dominate enemy territory. Build your skills over time as you unlock new spells and abilities, and use your training to send your guild, friends, and enemies plummeting into the Abyss, the in-game end-game dungeon.

Features Key:
A vast world. A huge world where a variety of situations that come into your life randomly. Such unexpected situations such as flying past you as you fall toward the ground, or finding yourself in a battlefield as a playable character, not as a mere NPC. A variety of world bosses where you can feel the power of the Elden Ring, and giant monsters that
manipulate the imagination.
A story. A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between.
Customizable. A vast world of exciting matter where you can freely customize your character through clothes, equipment, appearance and voice. Choose between a variety of characters.
Player Dictionaries: Your character’s life is filled with a mass of content that you can freely customise.
Asynchronous online play. The transfer of items and players’ progression between clients is handled dynamically and independently, allowing you to feel the presence of others through the online channel.
Massively Multiplayer Online RPG*: Elden Ring seamlessly connects to a vast network of players, and allows your character to join in on other’s adventures.

* For technical reasons, the size of the user groups and other functions are limited for game uses on a network. We recommend that you do not connect to a network on the day of release, and are necessary for user operation to smoothly progress. Thank you.

With the tension of a martial art, the Valkyrie class is an Undead riding on the great war-geisha Aphmau. After joining the humans, she has the power to brutally express "the elixir of the battle between good and evil." A race of humanoid creatures that approach humans on the boundary of life and death. 

When Divine Testament is unable to curb the darkness hidden in Wolgarm's heart, the Kouryuu Clan invades the Campeila Hills. When Wolgarm engages Kouryuu's sister, the Rera Clan launches a preemptive strike. Seeking revenge, Rera Clan invades to the land of the Rera people, as well as the space between the pieces. 
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there are a lot of downsides to this game... but it has its up sides. 1. Lacking detailed character and equipment customization options there are a lot of downsides to this game... but it has its up sides.1. Lacking detailed character and equipment customization options 2. Has a boring end-game. 3. You'll get bored quickly without anyone to play with. 4. Monsters are
all the same. You'll fight them over and over and they look the same. Plus, there aren't many different kinds of monsters to fight, so it will get kind of old. 5. Descriptions aren't even that detailed, but the monster descriptions aren't helpful either. 6. Some parts of the game are underdeveloped. The combat is almost unbeatable, but it only has a few attacks to
choose from. Plus, there is no way to increase your stats or levels and there are only like 2 weapon types. It makes leveling up a pain. It would be ok if some of the monsters you fight were more unique, but they aren't. At all. You have to fight the same things over and over. 7. Some dungeons are dull and have a lack of variety. 8. Some areas are dark... and...
there's not much to do. 9. The music is not particularly good. 10. Very short story and lack of plot. You just go around wandering and fighting monsters. Gameplay-wise, it was pretty good. The best part about this game is being able to create your own character. You get to decide everything about him. His looks, skills, fighting style, and equipement. You even get to
pick his gender (girl or boy). But you can also give your character a custom name. The quests are pretty standard, but they do have a lot of variety. In the beginning, you have to get a certain amount of items before you can use them, and you collect them with a typical RPG system. So you go looking for monsters to fight, but most of them are protected by
something. It will either be another monster or a tower. So you have to get past it to get to them. This is when the problem comes in. It's not really clear what's going on... you just go and fight everything in the area. It doesn't take too much time... and it doesn't even really make sense. bff6bb2d33
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———————————– ■ About the game ■ ———————————– [NEWS] 1. New Theme for the hero to play! With the new theme you can customize the hero!! The hero who you play for the first time after downloading the game, can choose his appearance and background. In addition, the hero will be able to play "From the Beginning" as he progresses to get
the new theme! The hero who is getting the new theme can be purchased from the shop, but if you do not purchase this, the old hero will be used!! [Character Customization] 1. POSSIBLE characters are completed! You can arrange character attributes and change the character appearance! ■ Hero Job Skill You can learn 4 new skills by character levels! Demonic
Blast Give enemies an iron coffin. Armored Sniper Synchronize attacks with allies. Cannon Shooter Tap enemies and allies as the cannon and shoot them. Prospector Attack and collect EXP! [Battle] You can view your health, experience, and stamina. You can decide the direction of attack! You can choose to attack with a burst attack or to continuously charge. You
can also run while using a skill or jump while using a skill. [Quest] Objective of the game is to collect information in the Lands Between to discover secrets and obtain them, along with meeting many characters. If you go far from the starting point, you can find dungeons full of monsters. In addition, various hidden things and "Treasures" can be discovered by
opening chests. You can add secret items and items from the world to equip your character! [User Stories] You can play and collect information by visiting other users' characters. Every user is a different story, but everyone shares the purpose of "having fun." Enjoy it with your friends! [Adventure] In addition to the main quest, you can perform various quests and
take part in the combat system. You can participate in the game by going to a dungeon or travelling to other cities and towns! At the same time, you can communicate with people by posting to the "Town Map" and by visiting the "Messages" tab. [Multiplayer] You can connect with your friends and travel together! With your friends, you can create new characters to
play together, or join the same character of a friend.

What's new:

Become a champion of the great fantasy saga of Tarnished Soul

Tarnished Soul and the Lands Between have both gone through the blood and water of wars. Despite the turmoil and turmoil of conflict, the Elden Ring, guilds, castles, and nations are in a state of paralysis, filled with distress.
However, they have lost their humanity and split themselves into different arms, and each is greedy for power. The power obtained from the destruction of all worlds, time, and space is waiting.

Elden Lord, you are a knight seeking safety and a chance for self-recovery. High shard demands you to protect the throne in Tarnished Soul Castle. For twenty years, occupation forces have been terrorizing the surrounding towns
with terror, and Elden Lord Anryi has lost the court; in the war between the Eastern, Western, and Southern Kingdoms, she was defeated as well. Her weapons have been lost, her strategy strategies failed, and she struggles to run
away alone.

What kind of path will you traverse to clear your eyes of the old and new scars on life?
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